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davinci resolve 15.2.3 offers playback and authoring for all formats that are
supported by davinci resolve: prores, dnxhd, and the new xdcam formats.
resolve 16 gives you the ability to edit 4k media, something you couldn’t do
with davinci resolve 15. the new xdcam codec allows you to move between the
xdcam product and the xdcam input. this is a highly desired feature for use in
the broadcast industry. if you use the davinci resolve color corrector to color
correct xdcam media, you can edit 4k xdcam media in davinci resolve without
re-rendering to prores. a new timeline system is also included in davinci
resolve 15.3. resolve’s timeline can now store a history of all projects over
time. all projects created in davinci resolve’s timeline can be accessed, fixed,
and modified via the timelines feature. the timeline can be upgraded to a new
functionality with the addition of new tools, metadata, and projects. davinci
resolve 16 offers full support for importing resolve media 1 media files into
resolve. resolve media files come in prores, dnxhd, and xdcam formats. you
can use the resolve media player to preview and render out the media file to
your editing timeline or render directly into a vimeo or youtube project. a new
fairlight project workflow has been added. fairlight lets you ingest, record, and
view media live using third-party hardware. fairlight also lets you use the
fairlight tool bar to view, record, and control parameters of any software or
hardware synthesizer used with fairlight. fairlight comes with two vst and audio
units plugins. featuring an ultra-fast cpu, gpu and power-efficient 64-bit
designs, vue turns your camera into the worlds most advanced yet ultra
compact video editing platform. with a new dual control system, touch screen
controls and generous file formats, vue is ideal for creating video and
slideshow on the go. built on the powerful emf format, vues intuitive and
incredibly fast video editing makes it easy to edit and share your footage
across platforms. learn more
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